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Ever since his first television
appearance at the age of twelve, on
BBC  TV’s  ‘Crackerjack’ Young
Entertainers, Ian Griffin gets a thrill
playing on stage in front of a live
audience. On that occasion the studio
audience voted him back for a second
appearance.

First Experience:  About a year
earlier, his first experience in the
media was when he played live on
Swansea Sound – a local radio
station covering South West Wales.
On leaving school he became a
professional player and was noticed
at the first electronic organ festival
ever to be held in the UK in 1980,
when he was voted best player under
the age of eighteen by the readers of
a national keyboard magazine. Still
in his teens, he appeared at other
keyboard festivals in the UK and
Spain with many famous names.

Keyklix:  Again at a keyboard festival
in 1987, Ian met Richard Bower when
both sat at a trade stand and played
a duet. They suddenly realised that
they had the unusual gift of being able
to read each other’s mind – in a
musical sort of way.  This was the start
of Keyklix – later to become
established as Britain’s most
entertaining keyboard duo.

Sound On Air:  The
demand for Ian’s music was
so great by vocalists that Ian
opened his own recording
studio in 1989.  His
Pineapple and Orange
labels are registered at the
MCPS.  Ian’s solo albums
have been broadcast on
many radio stations,
including BBC Radio Two’s
“The Organist Entertains”.

Casual Affair:  In 1994 Ian
formed his own cabaret
show, Casual Affair, making
live appearances on HTV,
Friday Night Live, with many
guest celebrities.

Exclusive Sound:  Ian’s
progression from electronic
organs to keyboards was a
natural one with the

development of modern technology
and market trends. Ian now plays
keyboards in an organ configuration
– virtually making his own organ in a
three manual arrangement with, of
course, bass pedals to complete the
set up. The result is a sound that, in
the opinion of many experts, cannot
be matched by any single instrument
on the market today.

Awards:  With awards from
manufacturers and organ societies all
over the UK, Ian has become known
as Britain’s award winning keyboard
player.

Audience Requests:  Every one of
Ian’s keyboard shows is different
because the second half is devoted
to requests received from the
audience during the interval. This
often results in a standing ovation
from the appreciative listeners.

His Latest Album: “In The Penny
Arcade” is now available at his
personal appearances or by mail
order.

For concert information please see
his web site at www.iangriffin.org
which features many interesting facts
about himself and the keyboard scene
in general. You can also phone him
on (01792) 862 233.

REVIEWS:

“The first time I heard Ian Griffin play, I was
mesmerised by his brilliance.  He is the most
talented keyboard player and accompanist
that I have ever worked with, consequently
prompting me to ask him to produce and
record my latest album on his Pineapple
label.

The result of Ian’s talent, and help, led me
to appearing on ITV’s ‘Stars In Their Eyes’
for which I will always be extremely grateful.”
(Chris Christine Lee Jones – Club Land
Award Winner).

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *

“Making his first appearance for the St.
Austell Organ & Keyboard Club in June
2001, Ian gave a performance that no one
will ever forget… for all the right reasons.

In the second half concert he played a non-
stop fifty minute medley, which totally
comprised of tunes submitted by the
audience during the interval. Without a sheet
of music in sight, and no ‘ram’ pack or
computerised aids, he demonstrated a
whole range of keyboard skills, coupled with
consummateconsummateartistry and
professional musicianship. A most refreshing
performance and one that helped to restore
my faith in this increasingly gimmick laden
organ world.” (Alan Ashton. Reviewer for
MSS Studios ORGAN1st and AOE Organ
Times Magazines).

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *

“What can we say about this extra event?
Judging from the audience reaction - both
at the time and since the event, it was almost
certainly the best concert Crawley Keyboard
Club has hosted. Ian has played for us at
Crawley on two previous occasions, each
time with Richard Bower as the duo Keyklix.
We never had any doubts about his
musicianship but hearing him both solo and
accompanying Andy - an interesting but
unpredictable task - made many of us realise
just how good he really is.” (Margaret
Falkner – Organfax Webmaster - Extract
from a Crawley Keyboard Club Review).
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2001 release playing Technics KN2000/6000,
Solton MS5 & Hammond XT100
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